A CASE OF ANALYTICAL THINKING
Sylvia H. Kornherr, E.P.T.

This is a very good example of how to critique articles on the internet, how to look at the information disseminated to you and how
to police commentary to develop your analytical skills. Often, valuable information can be gleaned, even through misrepresentation
or when taken out of context, or simply when presented with incorrect data. We miss more by not looking, than by not knowing.
Hoovesandhorses.com was alerted to a website hoof group that had taken our copyrighted illustrations out of context which began
a shift towards confusion for some, and an opportunity for learning and development of analytical skills, for others.
Our purpose of this case is to show how one can sift through the rhetoric and use some common sense, some knowledge and
fundamental research and analytical thinking skills to sift through the data.
Our illustrations below, as represented on our website, depicts various bony column alignments in relation to changes in the hoof
capsule to understand trimming considerations. Our research is based on in-the-field live hooves under load with data complied
from over 12,000 digital x-rays and photos. While cadaver dissections can play an important role in distal limb education, it is
important to realize that a cadaver is no longer attached to muscle, tendon and ligament in a supportive role nor retaining live fluid
levels to render the representation as accurate as live hooves. Even more important is the forward trend to observe the limb
mechanics and detail the internal structures in motion in concert with the whole body.
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Here's a cut and paste of what appeared in a hoof group posting on the internet
critiquing the illustrations.
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HOOVES AND HORSES RESPONSE
Taken from www.hoovesandhorses.com, these are copyright "illustrations" of bony column alignment, not anatomically
correct images- with the purpose of helping many hoof care providers to visualize and understand the correlations and
differences between bony column orientation and pathology- analysing different hoof distortion types as they relate to
sole depth, palmar angles and dorsal communication with the coffin bone to name a few, as an aid to corrective
trimming.
Our response to the posted critique:
Thank you for this wonderful opportunity to respond, educate and share valuable knowledge.
Club feet: Can never be diagnosed by a 30 degree hairline though some may attain that angle. There are 5 grades of
club, in progressive severity dependent on the extent of deep digital flexor muscle contraction. For an excellent
education in club feet please visit http://www.nanric.com/grades_club_foot_syndrome.asp
Aligned hoof: The navicular position is quite accurate. In a very healthy hoof, the extensor process of the coffin bone sits
high in the hoof capsule at the level of the dorsal hairline. Also in the naturally upright hoof, within the range of various
aligned hooves of normal conformation, the navicular bone angle will increase, elevating the navicular wing higher in the
capsule. What isn't anatomically correct in this illustration is the use of a flat, not-dimensional hairline which should just
graze the navicular wing in this instance, however as stated, these diagrams are illustrations delivering a bigger message.
FFS aka LTUH/LTLH: (Long toe, under run heel [LTUH] also known as long toe, low heel [LTLH] are industry accepted
acronyms. It is understood that the heel is low, because it is long and forward as is the toe. This is not to be confused
with improper trimming protocols that trim to create a low heel located at the widest part of the frog, without
addressing the long toe leverage resulting in caudal inflammation and mechanical lamellar tearing at the toe. We have
seen much confusion with trimmers and farriers- trimming for FFS (foot forward syndrome) not understanding that
there are differences between hoof capsule distortions with long toe, low, forward heels, dependent on what the
laminae are doing, what the sole depth under the toe is doing and what the palmar angle is doing.
Hence we tried to remove the vague description of a syndrome- and break out what we see as common pathological
types, applying one certain set of criteria to LTUH/LTLH apart from and elaborating on other distinctive "forward" hoof
types such as migrated hoof capsules and negative palmar angles. Understanding how to optimize trim corrections for
each hoof type, empowers the hoof care provider to employ more than one trim protocol.
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Migrated hoof capsule: stance correction- that depends. We see a great deal of these feet in a typical camped under
configuration ( hind feet brought up under belly) which actually straightens the bony column alignment some, as
depicted here, perhaps in an attempt to relieve some of the caudal pain. I agree, with a square stance, P1 would be
more upright, P2 more broken back. Point taken. The intent of this illustration is to note that there is no lamellar
compromise, and that the heel angle is very similar to the hoof angle. These are amazingly easy to fix if you realize thatand do not drop the heel, rather trim quarter to toe and maintain strong bar integrity. The heels naturally stand up and
move back without lowering them and without compromising bony column alignment.
Negative Palmar Angle: This is a pretty good representation. We have actually worked on far worse, where hairline at
the heel is pretty much on the ground. The heel base if you look closely, (the clean original is on our website) is actually
under the navicular bone region and the back of the heel is running almost horizontal to the ground. These are the most
difficult to recover and maintain, due to extremely compromised digital cushions and inattentiveness to correct bar
trimming.
Laminitic: Observe the close-to-aligned BONY COLUMN ALIGNMENT- this in not a founder. This is a laminitic foot with
hoof capsule rotation. You can contact us at hoovesandhorses.com for the full published paper we presented at the
International Hoof Care Summit in 2013 on this topic complete with radiographic "anatomically correct" examples.
Founder: Those "growth lines stacking up" are actually collapsing, or folding horn tubules common in any laminitic foot.
Laminitis is defined as the inflammation of laminae. The varying degrees of lamellar damage dictates where the hoof
wall separates from the coffin bone via the laminae. This can result in capsular rotation only (hoof wall separates but
bony column alignment remains aligned ie: lamellar wedge), coffin bone rotation (hoof wall separates with lamellar
wedge plus coffin bone rotates from its aligned position with P2, or listing where the coffin bone drops on one side only
(medial or laterally), coffin wing drop (negative rotation) or sinking (complete destruction of lamellar integrity and coffin
bone bottoms out, hoof capsule sloughs, etc.). It is difficult to draw a founder image dependent on the stage, acute or
chronic and dependent on the trim, any lowering of heels or not, or any de-rotation of capsule or removal of flares.
I trust the readers will find this great food for thought and consideration.
No need to remove our copyright illustrations from the posting group's site.
We believe it has served a very good purpose here.
Thanks for looking, listening and working together moving forward.

